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Abstract: Now a day, the digital multimedia communication is 

widely adopted in daily life scenario. In various fields, the 

sensitive information is also transmitted and received through 

these types of communication. Hence, providing the security to 

these applications is a challenging task. Recently, watermarking, 

cryptography and steganography techniques have gained 

attraction for securing the multimedia data. Steganography has 

several advantages and widely adopted for text, audio and video 

communication. In this work we focus on the video steganography 

and presented a novel technique using Lifting wavelet transform. 

To improve the security of the secret data, we use AES (Advance 

Encryption Standards) to encrypt the data before embedding. The 

proposed approach is called as LW-AES VS (Lifting wavelet 

–Advance encryption standard video steganography). The 

proposed approach is implemented using MATLAB tool. The 

experimental study is carried out on open source research video 

dataset. The performance of proposed approach is compared with 

existing techniques in terms of PSNR, MSE and correlation which 

shows performance improvement using proposed mode.  

Keywords: Recommedner sysyte, machine learning, PCA, PSO  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the computer networks have witnessed a 

tremendous growth due to their use in daily life scenario. This 

leads towards the growth of internet based application and 

multimedia communication. The multimedia transmission is 

widely used in various real-time applications such as 

infotainment, surveillance systems, military and medical 

applications.  During the transmission of multimedia data, the 

security becomes a prime issue to maintain the privacy and 

reliable communication. To overcome this issue, data 

cryptography [1, 2], watermarking [3, 4] and steganography 

[5] techniques are widely adopted. The data hiding techniques 

such as steganography are considered as the promising 

technique. In these techniques the secret data (in the form of 

audio, video or text) can be hidden in the cover image.  

Recently, several scheme of audio steganography and 

image steganography techniques are presented. Al-Juaid et al. 

[6] introduced audio steganography technique with RSA 

cryptography model. Similarly, wavelet transform based 

approaches are also introduced such as mentioned in [7-8]. 

Image steganography techniques are also presented such as 

LSB (Least Significant Bit) method [9], and wavelet 

steganography [10], singular value decomposition [11] and 

many more. Video based steganography techniques are also 

introduced such as skin-tone detection based steganography 

[12], motion vector based steganography [13], DWT [14] and 

temporal residual modelling [15] etc. Generally, wavelet 
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transform based schemes are widely adopted for these 

applications. Dasgupta et al. [18] presented particle swarm 

optimization (PSO) scheme for video steganography. Abbas 

et al. [19] also focused on the optimization approach for video 

steganography. In this work authors presented Cuckoo search 

optimization to select the best suitable carrier pixel and LSB 

technique is incorporated for embedding the data. Arraziqi et 

al. [21] presented a combined compression and 

steganography approach for video. Several schemes have 

been developed recently but video steganography still 

remains a challenging task because it affects the quality of 

video. Moreover, achieving the high PSNR and extraction of 

complete secret message is also a tedious task. The existing 

techniques suffer from this issue when payload is increased. 

Hence, there is a need to develop a reliable mechanism for 

video steganography. 

 

(a) Contribution of work 

In this work, we presented a novel approach for hiding the 

secret data into video frames. Before embedding the data, the 

secret message is encrypted using AES encryption method to 

increase the security. Later, Lifting wavelet transform scheme 

is developed where HH and HL bands are used for hiding the 

data and Stego image is generated. Finally, the receiver end 

extracts the information using inverse process as described in 

this article.   

The rest of the article is organized as follows: the section 2 

presents proposed solution for steganography, section 3 

presents experimental analysis and comparative study, finally, 

section 4 presents the concluding remarks. 

II. PROPOSED MODEL 

In this section, we present the description of proposed 

approach of video steganography. In this work, our aim is to 

improve the security during multimedia data transmission. 

However, several existing techniques have been introduced 

for video steganography. The existing techniques affects the 

visual quality of the system. In order to overcome this issue, 

we present a novel approach of video steganography. 

Moreover, we include additional security by incorporating 

AES based encryption strategy. The complete process of 

proposed approach is depicted in below given figure 1.   
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Figure 1 Proposed Model architecture 

According to this process, we consider an input video 

sequence and convert it into frames where each frame is 

considered as the cover frame and secret message is 

considered in the text form. During processing the text, we 

perform AES encryption on the text data and the encrypted 

text data is embedded in the cover frame. This process 

provides the embedded cover frame which is called as Stego 

frame. In the receiver side, we extract the encrypted data from 

the image and decrypt it using AES decryption process.  

 

(a) Lifting wavelet transform  

In this work, we use lifting wavelet transform (LWT) 

approach for data embedding and extraction for 

steganography model. The lifting scheme is a type of wavelet 

transform which is used for generating the second-generations 

of wavelet transform. This transform scheme is used for 

dividing the input data into two bands called as approximation 

sub-band and detailed sub-band. These sub-bands are 

achieved by applying high pass and low pass filtering 

approach. The LWT is performed into three steps as splitting, 

production and update.  

 Splitting: in this phase, the complete input signal is 

divided into two parts as even and odd index 

samples. The even samples are presented as 

which are called as 

approximation and odd index samples are presented 

as . According to the LWT, 

the new sequence can be given as  

where , similarly, the another sequence 

 . here  sign denotes the new data 

and original data are similar i.e. data partitioning 

doesn’t affect the data sequence.   

 Prediction: this is an important phase of LWT where 

odd samples are predicted using linear interpolation 

technique. In this process, the odd coefficients 

perform a linear combination of even and odd 

samples which is expressed as:  

 

 

(1)  

With the help of Eq. (1), the  can be rewritten 

as: 

 (2)  

 

 Update: this is the third stage of LWT approach 

where we update the even samples using a linear 

combination where these samples are obtained from 

predict step. In this phase, a construction operator is 

defined for lifting process. This can be given as: 

 

 

 

(3)  

In order to find the 2-level wavelet transform, the Eq. (3) can 

be rewritten as: 

 

 

(4)  

Figure 2 represents the multi-level LWT scheme which is 

applied for processing the image data in this work. 

 

 
Figure 2 forward lifting DWT 

(b) Inverse Lifting wavelet transform  

In order to reconstruct the image, we apply inverse LWT 

which can be obtained by doing exact reverse operation of 

LWT. Similar, to LWT, inverse LWT has following steps: 

 Inverse Update: in this phase, the original even 

samples are reconstructed. This can be achieved by 

subtracting the update information. This is given as: 

 (5)  

 Inverse predict: here, we recover the odd samples by 

adding the prediction data to loss data. This is 

expressed as:  

 (6)  
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 Inverse predict: finally, the merge operation is 

performed on the even and odd samples to 

reconstruct the original signal. 

 (7)  

(c) Data encryption  

In this work, we consider the secret data in the text form which 

is embedded into encrypted form. In order to perform the 

encryption, we use AES (Advance Encryption standards) [20] 

based encryption mechanism. AES is a symmetric encryption 

approach. In this process, the data length and the key length 

can be varied according to the requirement. Generally, the 

AES system has three key length as 128, 192, and 256 and 

their corresponding rounds are 10, 12 and 14 rounds. During 

encryption, each round has the following steps: 

 Sub-byte transformation: in this process, the each 

byte of input state matrix is replaced by another byte 

using substitution box.  

 Shift row operation: according to this task, the first 

row bytes are not changed but a cyclic shift 

operation is performed on the second to fifth row 

from left to right by one to four bytes respectively. 

 Mix-Column transform: in this task, the bytes of 

each column are mixed by performing the 

multiplication between the bytes and fixed 

polynomial matrix.  

 Add Round Key: in this process, an additional 

roundkey is incorporated using bitwise XOR 

operation.  

Figure 3 shows AES based architecture for data encryption 

and decryption where Addroundkey, subbytes, shift rows, and 

mix columns etc. operations are performed.  

 
Figure 3 AES encryption and decryption process 

(d) Data embedding process   

In this sub-section, we present the description of proposed 

data embedding process where we consider the input cover 

data as video frame and secret data in the encrypted form. The 

blue channel of input image is extracted which is processed 

through the constructed Haar wavelet based lifting wavelet 

transform. Later, the input cover data is decomposed to 

achieve the high and low bands to embed the data.  According 

to this process, we use HH and HL band to hide the data. A 

complete embedding process is presented in algorithm 1.  

 

 

 
 

(e) Data extraction process   

The prevision section describes about the data embedding 

process. After achieving the embedded data as Stego frame, 

we perform the data extraction process to receive the original 

message. In order to perform this task, we require input Stego 

frame which is processed through several processes. The 

complete extraction process is presented in algorithm 2.  

 

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section we present the experimental analysis 

using proposed approach. The performance of proposed 

approach is compared with the existing technique. In this 

process, we consider YUV sequence files obtained from open 

source dataset []. Each video resolution is  and 

total 150 frames are considered in 7 videos as “Akiyo”, 

“Bus”, ”Coastguard”, “Container”, “Foreman”, “Soccer” and 

“Tennis”. The secret message is considered in the form of 

text. Figure 4 shows samples frames considered in this work. 

The complete experimental study is carried out using 

MATLAB simulation tool. . We 

also measure the average 
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performance in terms of PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) 

and MSE (Mean Squared Error) and frame correlation. The 

PSNR can be computed as: 

 
(1)  

where  is the maximum value of cover frame, and MSE 

can be computed as follows: 

 
(1)  

 denotes the pixel values of cover frame and  

denotes the pixel values of stego image. The obtained 

performance is compared with the existing technique as 

mentioned in [3]. Similarly, we have measured correlation 

performance between original and stego frames to show that 

the proposed approach doesn’t affect the quality of original 

frame. The correlation value varies between 0 to 1. The 

correlation towards 1 shows better performance. This can be 

computed as: 

 
(1)  

Where  denotes the covariance and  denotes 

the standard deviation.  

 
Figure 4 shows sample frames considered in this 

experiment. 

Table 1 shows a comparative experimental analysis using 

proposed approach where PSNR and MSE performance are 

compared for varied payloads. Furthermore, we investigate 

the performance for varied image size as 256*256 and 

512*512.  

Table 1 Comparative performance for varied video and 

frame size 

According to the study presented in above given table 1, we 

conclude that the proposed approach achieves better 

performance in terms of correlation, MSE and PSNR. 

According to this experiment (for 24000 payload, 256*256 

size), the MSE PSNR and correlation performance is obtained 

as 0.20036, 68.61 and 0.9710 respectively, using existing 

technique whereas proposed approach achieves average MSE 

as 0.1414, average PSNR as 72.55 and  average correlation as 

0.9756.  

Similarly, we have compared the performance of proposed 

model with the existing techniques as described in [4]. This 

performance is also carried out in terms of MSE and PSNR 

for 3000 character payload as given in table 2.  

 

Table 2 Comparative performance with different 

methods 

Method Dataset 
Frame 

size 

No. 

characters 
MSE PSNR 

Younus et 

al. [16] 

Newsreader 

256*256 

3000 

0.2843 66.52 

Sahu et al. 

[17] 
256*256 0.699 63.19 

Proposed 256*256 0.2101 70.14 

Younus et 

al. [16] 

Coastguard 

256*256 

3000 

0.27 67.46 

Sahu et al. 

[17] 
256*256 0.63 63.27 

Proposed 256*256 0.14 71.62 

Younus et 

al. [16] 

Rhino 

256*256 

3000 

0.214 68.099 

Sahu et al. 

[17] 
256*256 0.5428 65.49 

Proposed 256*256 0.14 72.07 

 

According to the comparative study presented in table 1 we 

obtained that the proposed model achieves better 

performance when compared with the existing techniques. 

The average PSNR values are obtained as 67.35, 63.98 and 

71.27 using Younus et al. [16], Sahu et al. [17] and proposed 

approach, respectively.  

 
Figure 5 Average PSNR performance 

Similarly, we have conducted another experiment where we 

have considered news following YUV sequences: 

“Akiyo.yuv”, “Bus.yuv”, “Coastgurad.yuv” and 

“Container.yuv”. For these sequences, we computed PSNR 

and obtained performance is depicted in figure 4.  This 

experiment shows that the average PSNR performance for Y 

sequence is obtained as 63.35, 

68.26, 67.10 and 63.66 for 

Akiyo, Bus, Coastguard and 
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container sequences, respectively as depicted in figure 5.  

(a) Security analysis  

Generally, the main aim of steganography is to improve the 

security in communication systems. In order to improve the 

security, we presented a novel method for video 

steganography and incorporated AES based encryption model 

to encrypt the input data.  

Data confidentiality: the data is more secure because before 

embedding the data into the cover frame, we applied 

symmetric cryptography on the input data. Hence, the 

encrypted data is stored in the cover frame. 

Message integrity: the symmetric key cryptography is used in 

this where we define a key for data encryption and decryption. 

In order to decrypt the data, the encryption key must be 

matched to extract the data successfully.  

Man in the middle attack: the secure key management helps to 

prevent the man in the middle attack because of the secret key. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this work, we have presented video steganography 

approach to hide the secret data into video frames. In order to 

improve the security, we incorporated data encryption model 

where the secret data is encrypted using AES scheme and then 

embedded to the original frame. For data embedding, we used 

haar wavelet based lifting scheme where HH and LL bands 

are used for hiding the data. Similarly, the reconstruction 

process uses Stego image and inverse process is applied to 

extract the data. The performance of this model is measured in 

terms of PSNR, MSE and correlation which compared with 

existing techniques. The comparative study shows the 

improved performance using proposed approach.  
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